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Repairs Satisfaction Checks � 

To help us complete a review of the repairs policy and service we want to ask you about our repairs service and some 

changes we are considering making. we are particularly interested in hearing from those who have recently had a repair 

completed by NWLDC at their home and how you found the experience. 

* Required

Repairs categories 

We currently have four repairs categories within our policy 

Emergency Repairs where there is a significant risk to the tenant or property that will be carried out on the same day. 

High Priority repairs that significantly impacts on the tenant or property such as loss of electrics and loss of water supply. 

These will be carries out within 1-3 days depending on the fault 

Tenants Choice, repairs that are not high priority but need to be completed in a reasonable timescale but this will be deter

mined by the appointment that best suits the tenant and 

Scheduled Repairs which are larger scale works often that benefit from being grouped together. These should be completed 

within 60 days with an appointment confirmed within 20 days. 

We are proposing to simplify the categories so that tenants have more clarity over when work will be done, more jobs will be 

scheduled at the point of reporting and so that we can better manage our repairs. 

Therefore we are proposing to change to 

Emergency Repairs - made safe within 4 hours 

Urgent - within 3 working days. These will often be follow on jobs from making safe 

Scheduled repairs - 20 working days 

Co-ordinated works - 60 working days. These are jobs that require more than one trade and/or are expected to take more 

than four hours to complete 

1. Do you think these changes make it clearer what you can expect from us?

Q Yes 

Q No

Q Maybe
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